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1.0 INTRODUCTION   
 
1. Canadian Network Operators Consortium Inc. (“CNOC”) is in receipt of answers to the 

above cited Application from Bell Aliant Regional Communications, Limited Partnership and 

Bell Canada (collectively “Bell Companies”), Cogeco Cable Inc. (“Cogeco”), Quebecor Media 

Inc. on behalf of its affiliate Videotron G.P. (“Videotron”) and Rogers Communications 

Partnership (“Rogers”), MTS Inc. and Allstream Inc. (collectively “MTSA”), Primus 

Telecommunications Canada Inc. (“Primus”), Richard G. Armstrong (“Mr. Armstrong”), Shaw 

Cablesystems G.P. (“Shaw”) and Vaxination Informatique (“VI”). CNOC is hereby filing these 

reply comments pursuant to the Commission’s letters dated 23 February 2012 and 1 March 2012. 

Cogeco, Videotron and Rogers are hereinafter collectively called “Cable Carriers”. 

 

2. CNOC notes that while Mr. Armstrong’s comments raise some important issues, they are 

out of scope in this proceeding. Accordingly, CNOC will not address them further in this reply. 

The failure by CNOC to address any argument or issue raised by any party should not be 

construed as agreement by CNOC where doing so is contrary to CNOC’s interests. 

 

2.0 THE COMMISSION’S INTERIM MODEL IS A SOUND FOUNDATION FOR A 
PERMANENT SOLUTION 

 

2.1 The Interim Model 
 

3. In Telecom Decision CRTC 2012-60 (“TD 2012-60”) the Commission introduced a new 

model on an interim basis to be managed in parallel with the Bell Companies own proposed 

means of implementing Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2011-703 (“TRP 2011-703”), and 

required the Bell Companies to allow independent Internet Service providers (“IISPs”) to choose 

to be billed in accordance with one or the other (“Interim Model”).  In particular, the 

Commission allowed IISPs to choose either to realm split and pay a capacity based billing charge 

(“CBB”) only on residential traffic and a flat rate for business access end users, or to combine 

residential and business traffic onto the same realm, pay CBB for all traffic types, but receive a 

10% discount off their business access rates (the CBB on Business Model). 

 

4. As discussed in its comments dated 13 February 2012 in this proceeding, provided that 

the Commission also continues to allow those IISPs who wish to remain on the flat-rate business 
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access charge model approved in Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2011-704 (“TRP 2011-

704”) to remain on that model and, at their option, to split realms in order to segregate business 

and residential traffic, CNOC views the CBB on Business Model as a sound foundation on which 

to build a permanent economic option that avoids realm splitting to the extent desired by IISPs. 

However, such a solution must be carefully constructed in order to ensure that such blending of 

traffic does not result in an ISP paying for capacity twice, once through the flat rate charged for 

wholesale business accesses and then once again through the capacity charge. Accordingly, in 

CNOC’s view, a permanent solution should reduce wholesale business access rates by an amount 

that recognizes the removal of all traffic sensitive costs (i.e., usage) from those rates to ensure 

that independent ISPs do not pay twice for capacity. 

 

5. The fact that CNOC has pressed for implementation of the capacity model despite the 

adverse impact of the realm splitting proposed by the Bell Companies should not be viewed as 

acquiescence with the realm splitting approach as an ultimate solution to the implementation 

problems arising from the parallel rate structures approved in TRP 2011-703 and TRP 2011-704. 

Rather, the urgency existed due to the pent up demand for affordable wholesale services that 

allow IISPs to provide retail high-speed Internet services (“HSIS”) that match the speeds of the 

retail HSIS offered by the incumbents. 

 

6. Also, contrary to the Bell Companies submission to the effect that the new CBB model 

approved by the Commission results in savings for ISPs, this is not universally the case. As 

recently observed by Analysis Group Inc.:1 

 

a. The capacity rates struck under the revised tariff model are not supportive of 
sustainable competition from independent ISPs since the rates do not incent 
independent ISPs to expand their services or expand their consumer bases, nor 
accommodate the expected growth in peak utilization. 

 
b. The capacity rates struck under the revised tariff model harm those independent 

ISPs that attempt to provide higher volume usage to their consumers. 

                                                 
1  Report on the impact of capacity-based wholesale tariffs on independent ISPs, Analysis Group Inc., February 27, 

2012. This document was filed with the Commission in conjunction with CNOC’s recent Part I application dated  
2 March 2012 to review and vary TRP 2011-703 and TRP 201-704 (“CNOC R and V of TRP 2011-703 and TRP 
2011-704”). 
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c. The capacity rates struck under the revised tariff model harm those independent 
ISPs with larger consumer bases and independent ISPs with medium to high 
average peak utilization by subscriber. 

 

d. The one exception to the above conclusion is the capacity rate approved for MTS 
Allstream; it is substantially lower and is found to be sufficiently supportive of 
sustainable competition. 

 

2.2 The CBB model is not an Internet traffic management practice (“ITMP”) 
 

7. Before proceeding to provide more specific comments on the submissions made by the 

Bell Companies in their answer, CNOC wishes to register its objection to the Bell Companies’ 

attempt to characterize the CBB model as an ITMP. By taking this approach, the Bell Companies 

are effectively attempting to suggest subtly that elements of the model can be priced significantly 

above cost in order to enable the Bell Companies to manage the high-speed traffic traversing 

their networks. This is not so. 

 

8. The purpose of the CBB model is to create the appropriate incentives for IISPs to manage 

the capacity used on the Bell Companies' network efficiently and to have the IISPs pay the Bell 

Companies’ for the capacity so used. However, there is nothing to suggest that the Commission 

intends the CBB model to operate in a manner that imposes unnecessary costs on IISPs by, for 

example, not allowing them to maximize the efficient use of the capacity that they reserve on the 

Bell Companies’ network through taking advantage of the different traffic patterns of residential 

and business traffic carried using that capacity. 

 

2.3 Running a business flat-rate model in parallel with an approach based on the CBB 
on Business is essential to prevent double payment for usage by IISPs 

 

9. The Bell Companies submit that managing two models in parallel, (i.e., the business flat 

rate model and the CBB on Business Model the Commission mandated in TD 2012-60) will 

inevitably create gaming opportunities for IISPs and undermine the goals behind the CBB model. 

This is not so. The whole point of segregating realms or interfaces is to ensure that business 

traffic is not subject to CBB. If, on the other hand, all that happens under the CBB on Business 
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Model is that usage gets taken out of the flat rates charged for business accesses and CBB 

applies instead, this is not unfair to the Bell Companies. 

 

10. The Bell Companies say that since the Commission offered IISPs CBB on Business 

Model, not one of the IISPs that subsequently cancelled their planned realm splitting as a result 

of the TD 2012-60 (i.e., ISPs that had planned to realm split their traffic but chose not to and 

instead sought to take advantage of the 10% discount on the business access rates), ordered 

additional CBB.  The Bell Companies claim that this clearly indicates that the capacity these 

IISPs had ordered from the Companies initially for their residential customers is also sufficient to 

address the traffic for their business end-users. The Bell Companies say that this is likely 

explained by the fact that business end-user traffic typically tends to peak during the day as 

opposed to during the evening like most residential traffic does. 

 

11. In response, CNOC notes that given the very short time interval given to IISPs to order 

and implement ream splitting coupled with the serious doubt in the IISP community that it would 

be implemented on schedule by 1 February 2012, a number of IISPs bought extra capacity so 

that their their operations would not be adversely affected as of that date, pending realm splitting. 

Thus, these IISPs would already have had enough capacity to meet their initial traffic needs, 

which is why they did not purchase extra capacity when cancelling their realm splitting after TD 

2012-60 was issued by the Commission. 

 

12. In any case, there is nothing wrong with a scenario in which IISPs can avoid purchasing 

additional capacity for a time because placing both residential and business traffic on the same 

AHHSPIs and realms allows them to use their reserved capacity more efficiently. Since the 

intent of TRP 2011-703 was for IISPs to reserve capacity on incumbent networks and IISPs are 

paying (albeit inflated capacity rates) to reserve that capacity, the Bell Companies cannot now be 

heard to complain when IISPs find ways to use that reserved capacity more efficiently. That is 

precisely the intent of the capacity-based billing model.  

 

13. The Bell Companies would reap an unjustified windfall if they were to receive additional 

compensation when no additional costs are incurred. By claiming that IISPs should not be 

allowed to use their reserved capacity as efficiently as possible, the Bell Companies want to earn 
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excessive additional revenues from the carriage of wholesale business traffic. The Bell 

Companies are affectively trying to turn the capacity-based model approved in TRP 2011-703 in 

into a volume-based billing model. The Bell Companies want to charge for usage even when the 

usage does not impose a cost on incumbents. This is what the capacity model seeks to avoid. 

 

14. The Bell Companies also submit that the Commission should not mandate two options 

for business end-users on a regulated basis (the business flat rate model approved in  TRP 2011-

704 and the CBB on Business Model), because doing so “will only exacerbate the arbitrage 

opportunity”.  According to the Bell Companies, this will occur because IISPs with low volume 

business users will choose the CBB option, while IISPs with high volume business users will 

choose the unlimited option. This statement not only fails to explain how any arbitrage can 

occur, it also inappropriately confuses volume and capacity. It is important, once again, to 

remember that it is capacity and not volume that drives incumbent network costs. 

 

15. It has always been the Companies’ expectation that IISPs with relatively high numbers of 

business users would segregate their business traffic from their residential traffic under a 

capacity–based model, because in this situation, it is worthwhile for IISPs to segregate business 

traffic from residential traffic so as not to pay CBB on the business traffic. This means that in 

this situation, IISPs would only pay for usage according to the flat-rate model for wholesale 

business services in any case. What the Bell Companies want to do is to levy CBB for IISPs with 

low numbers of business users for whom it is not practical to split traffic, plus charge the 

undiscounted flat rates for business access that also capture usage, even though CBB is not 

intended to apply to business traffic at all. Having two models merely avoids that inequity for 

those IISPs that do not find it practicable to segregate business traffic from residential traffic due 

to a relatively low numbers of business customers. Paying twice for usage would be grossly 

inequitable for IISPs.  

 

16. In addition, the average amount of usage included in the flat rates for business accesses 

says nothing about the network costs imposed on the Bell Companies without reference to traffic 

patterns and whether such usage is sustained and hence leads to the need for the Bell Companies 

to deploy incremental network capacity. The reality is that individual end-user usage patterns are 

too dynamic to allow IISPs to initiate the types of alleged “arbitrage” opportunities claimed by 
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the Bell Companies. Moreover, business usage peaks tends to be lower than residential usage 

peaks as noted in response to CNOC(CRTC_23Febr12-2. Thus, there is also little incentive for 

IISPs to attempt any such alleged “arbitrage”, even if it were easy to implement, which it is not. 

For all of these reasons, the Bell Companies concerns regarding arbitrage opportunities are 

unfounded. 

 
2.4 The correct application of capacity charges to business wholesale traffic does not 

contradict any expectation of the Government of Canada or Parliament  
 

17. The Bell Companies attempt to portray the application of CBB on business wholesale 

traffic as being contrary to the expectations of the Government of Canada. In support of their 

position, they cite the concerns with usage-based billing (“UBB”) that led to the Commission, 

the Bell Companies and IISPs being called before the House of Commons Standing Committee 

on Industry. There is no doubt there was significant concern that the end-user-based UBB regime 

that had been approved by the Commission at that time could cause the Canadian economy to 

suffer and that innovation would be slowed down if Internet usage were applied to Internet 

traffic. CNOC and IISPs generally also opposed that UBB regime. In responding to these 

concerns, both the Commission Chair and the Bell Companies indicated, in part, that UBB 

charges were not meant to apply to business traffic.  

 

18. It is certainly true that the application of end-user based UBB would have had these 

effects, whether applied to business or residential traffic. For that reason, the Commission 

abandoned the prior UBB regime in favour of capacity charges. This does not mean that CBB 

cannot, or should not, be applied to both residential and business traffic. A properly constructed 

rate structure with CBB will lead to more competition and lower prices for business users that 

will benefit the Canadian economy. For this reason, CNOC recommended precisely such an 

approach in the proceedings leading to both TRP 201-703 and TRP 2011-704. If the Commission 

now adopts such an approach by modifying the CBB on Business Model as proposed herein by 

CNOC, competition will be increased and the impact on the economy will be positive. The 

Government of Canada and Parliament are unlikely to be concerned. 

 

19. It is only incumbents like the Bell Companies that oppose an approach that would 

provide a more economically rational and unified alternative in which CBB can be applied to 
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both business and residential traffic without overcharging IISPs or requiring them to segregate 

business traffic from residential traffic for regulatory reasons. 

 
2.5 Setting the right rate for the CBB on Business Model should not be based on 

monopolistic revenue neutrality principles or reflect higher mark-ups 
 

20. The Bell Companies attempt to make much of the fact that, in the proceeding leading to 

TRP 2011-703, CNOC indicated it would be prepared to split their traffic between residential 

and business by sending them to separate interface points, if required. However, this agreement 

was clearly stated to be a less preferred option. As CNOC noted, in part, in response to 

CNOC(The Companies)29Apr11-4 TNC 2011-77: 

 

 

If the general rate structure proposed by CNOC were applied to all wholesale 
traffic, then there would be no need to separate “Residence” GAS traffic from 
“Business GAS” or other traffic types and the 95th percentile measurement could be 
taken at a single interface point. 

 

21. Although CNOC is not attempting to have the CBB model overturned in this proceeding 

in favour of a 95th percentile approach, for the reasons discussed in these reply comments, it is 

still very important for IISPs to be provided an efficient economic alternative to traffic 

segregation generally and realm splitting specifically.  

 

22. The Bell Companies do concede that the CBB on Business Model should continue, but 

only until 1 February 2013. They then submit that the flat rates for business accesses must be 

adjusted by the Commission to factor in the allegedly “missing” mark-up resulting from the 

difference in the higher mark-up for business wholesale rates compared to the lower mark-up for 

CBB in the calculation of the business access rate to achieve the results they desire of 

maintaining revenue neutrality in a rate for business access.  

 

23. The objective of the Commission’s regulatory framework is not to assure the Bell 

Companies of revenue neutrality, which is an anachronistic monopoly regulatory concept. The 

Commission’s focus should be to promote competition while ensuring that the Bell Companies 

recover the costs of providing wholesale services to IISPs plus a reasonable mark-up. To the 
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extent that the proper application of a CBB on Business Model leads to lower costs for the Bell 

Companies because IISPs can use the capacity that they purchase and reserve on the Bell 

Companies’ network more efficiently, the lower costs incurred by the Bell Companies should be 

reflected in lower wholesale rates charged to IISPs. 

 

24. In any case, CNOC has argued in its recent application to review and vary of TRP 2011-

703 and TRP 2011-704 that the markup on business wholesale services should not be higher than 

the markup on residence wholesale rates. 

 

25. Similarly, CNOC has argued that the capacity based charges approved in TRP 2011-703 

(except that of MTS Allstream Inc.) are inflated and should be reduced. 

 

26. In addition, as already discussed, wholesale business access rates should be reduced by 

an amount that recognizes the removal of all traffic sensitive costs (i.e., usage) from those rates 

to ensure that IISPs do not pay twice for capacity. 

 

27. Based on all of these considerations, CNOC urges the Commission to rule on the CNOC 

review and vary application in conjunction with its ruling in this proceeding when adjusting the 

CBB on Business Model rates. Moreover, the approach proposed by CNOC herein is more 

economically efficient and competitively neutral than realm splitting, or some other method of 

segregating business traffic from residential traffic. Accordingly, the economic alternative 

proposed in this section by CNOC should become a permanent alternative available to IISPs, and 

not just an interim solution. 

 

3.0 TRAFFIC SEGREGATION GENERALLY AND REALM SPLITTING 
SPECIFICALLY ARE NOT TRIVIAL OR PRACTICAL AND WOULD HAVE 
ADVERSE COMPETITIVE IMPACTS 

 

3.1 Realm splitting was not specifically studied in the proceeding leading to TRP 2011-
703 

 

28. The Bell Companies attempt to bolster their realm splitting proposal by saying that 

CNOC is attempting to portray the separation of residential traffic from business traffic as an 
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insurmountable implementation, which was not considered by the Commission prior to issuing 

Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2011-703 (“TRP 2011-703”). This misstates CNOC’s central 

concern with traffic segregation and realm splitting in this proceeding.  

 

29. While the concept of separation of traffic was certainly raised in the proceeding leading 

to TRP 2011-703 (“UBB Proceeding”), no detailed consideration was given to any specific 

technical solution for achieving this objective, the related cost and effort of various segregation 

methods, or end-user impacts. This proceeding is the first time that realm splitting and other 

possible alternatives are being examined in detail. Although in the UBB Proceeding CNOC and 

Primus reluctantly agreed that separation of traffic could occur if required by the Commission, 

these parties also repeatedly stated that the preferred approach is a model that applies a rational 

capacity-based rate structure to both residential and business traffic. 

 

30. Since TRP 2011-703 did result in the actual need for IISPs to segregate traffic, the cost, 

effort and feasibility of various approaches must now be considered. 

 

3.2 Realm splitting is complex, time-consuming, costly and disruptive to end users and 
competition 

 

31. The Bell Companies claim that realm splitting is no more complicated than changing an 

end-user’s router’s password. This is like saying that brain surgery is not very complicated 

because it just involves cutting some human tissue. 

 

32. In order for realm splitting to proceed, an IISP must treat this activity as a special project 

requiring its own project management. There are a considerable number of activities that have to 

be undertaken, including: 

 

 Generating a list of end customers whose realms need to be changed; 

 

 Allocating lists of such customers and their contact information to technicians for 

contact; 
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 Having the technicians contact end customers, explaining the need for a realm change to 

the end customers, finding someone in each household/business who is comfortable in 

assisting with the transition process and guiding that person in reprogramming his/her 

router; 

 

 Dealing with the need for end customers to locate their router passwords or reset them 

where necessary; 

 

 Dealing with missing contact information where end customers may have changed 

contact telephone numbers without advising the IISP; 

 

 Dealing with follow-up for calls not completed; 

 

 Dealing with failures where end customers do not complete the activity correctly; 

 

 Dealing with customers who may be upset by this process and wish to leave the ISP and 

undertaking retention efforts to mitigate this negative impact as much as possible; 

 

 Losing end customers who become upset by this process to incumbents who do not have 

to face having to take any of these steps; 

 

 Potentially dealing with adverse consequences where an end user does not change realms 

despite the IISPs best efforts; and 

 

 Arranging a truck roll for customers who accidentally disrupt their service during the 

transition process. 

 

33. Moreover, moving business end customers to new realms can be particularly problematic, 

even if an IISP has fewer business end customers than residential end customers, because 

business customers have a very low tolerance for service disruptions.  
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34. As is evident from the above descriptions, a very significant problem with realm splitting 

is not just that it is costly and disruptive for IISPs; this approach of segregating traffic is also 

disruptive for the end users of those IISPs resulting in deleterious competitive effects. IISPs will 

lose customers to incumbents as a result of having to engage in realm splitting for traffic 

segregation purposes. This is a burden that incumbents do not have to meet, and the reputation of 

the IISP industry will be tarnished for reasons beyond its control leading to an undue lessening of 

competition. Such an anti-competitive outcome would result in unjust discrimination against 

IISPs contrary to section 27(2) of the Telecommunications Act2 (“Act”) at a time when the 

Commission is trying to promote more competition through decisions such as TRP 2011-703. 

 

35. The Bell Companies also claim that realm splitting is not new and not all end users need 

to change realms. While realm splitting is not new, it is normally pre-planned for various 

business purposes (such as wholesaling, white labeling, etc.) and users are typically assigned to 

realms as they sign up. Large scale realm changes of existing end customers are not common. 

 

36. In their answer to the CNOC Application the Bell Companies also provide various 

statistics regarding ISP realm splitting. Unfortunately, since that data has been filed in 

confidence, it is not possible for CNOC to comment on it in a meaningful manner. What CNOC 

can say is that the ordering process for realm splitting was so rushed that a number of ISPs that 

would not have had any other option, absent Telecom Decision CRTC 2012-60, simply were not 

able place their orders on time. In any case, based on CNOC members’ experience, any realm 

splitting exercise would be a lengthy and costly process for IISPs, but more importantly, it would 

disrupt end-users of IISPs and adversely affect competition. 

 

3.3 The lack of a tool from the Bell Companies that would enable IISPs to ensure the 
proper segregation of business and residential traffic is a fatal flaw in the Bell 
Companies’ realm splitting proposal 

 

37. In its Application, CNOC had stated that IISPs require real-time access to the Bell 

Companies' high-speed access service end-user login usernames and associated telephone 

numbers to enable the IISPs to audit whether end-customers are using their residential and 
                                                 
2  S.C. 1993, c. 38. 
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business logins correctly. The Bell Companies have responded by saying that such real-time 

mapping does not exist because the telephone number of end-users does not appear in any of the 

transactions involved to set up high-speed connections.3  Accordingly, the Bell Companies state 

that the use of telephone numbers for auditing purposes can only be done in a non-real-time 

fashion, such as on a monthly basis.  On this basis they conclude that it is not technically feasible 

to implement the mapping that CNOC is requesting in the Bell Companies' networks. 

 

38. This highlights another critical reason that realm splitting is not a practical solution. If the 

Bell companies cannot provide IISPs with a means to ensure that end users log into the correct 

realms, there is no way for IISPs to ensure that residential and business traffic are properly 

segregated. This defeats the whole segregated traffic regime. 

 

3.4 The Bell Companies’ objections to separation of traffic using dynamic Radius 
reinforces the need for an economic option that avoids the need for traffic 
segregation   

 

39. The Bell Companies strongly object to the use of dynamic Radius solution for 

segregating residential and business traffic. They claim that implementing a dynamic Radius 

solution would require replacing the Companies' high-speed service architecture and would 

impose significant costs on them. They also state that implementing dynamic Radius could take 

approximately one year to implement in the Companies' network. 

 

40. It is unfortunate that the Bell Companies have not adopted a dynamic Radius solution in 

their networks, given that another major ILEC, namely Telus Communications Company 

(“Telus”), has implemented this capability. Nevertheless, assuming that the Bell Companies’ 

concerns are well-founded and that dynamic Radius and other technical solutions are not 

considered sufficiently economical or administratively workable by the Bell Companies (as also 

submitted by VI), an economic option is required that avoids the need for traffic segregation and 

is fair to IISPs and the Bell Companies. 

                                                 
3  In response to The Companies(CRTC)23Feb12-1 CNOC Part 1, the Bell Companies stated that the ISP performs 

its own authentication of the end-user’s credentials. However, the reality is that without correlation to a 
telephone number, the ISP is unable to screen end-users in order to ensure that they are using their residential 
and business logins correctly. 
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4.0 RESERVED CAPACITY MUST BE DEPLOYED IN A MANNER THAT 

FACILITATES IISP CHANGES IN DEMAND, AS WELL AS NETWORK 
REDUNDANCY AND LOAD BALANCING 

 

4.1 CNOC’s request to have very short provisioning intervals is not attempt to restrict 
capacity charges to peak usage levels and a five day provisioning interval is 
acceptable 

 

41. The Bell Companies and the Cable Carriers claim that CNOCs desire to have very short 

provisioning intervals for changes in network capacity is an attempt to circumvent the intent of 

the Commission's approved capacity-based model – where IISPs are expected to estimate and 

pre-order capacity – and instead restrict capacity charges to peak usage levels (i.e., the 95th 

percentile capacity model, which was rejected by the Commission in TRP 2011-703). 

 

42. Seeking capacity changes within feasible time intervals does not constitute an attempt to 

reintroduce the 95th percentile model. TRP 2011-703 was not intended to allow incumbents to 

introduce artificial delays into the capacity provisioning process. CNOC does not object to 

legitimate provisioning intervals. Based on the record of the tariff proceedings following from 

TRP 2011-703,4 CNOC now believes that a five day provisioning interval is feasible and 

appropriate. CNOC does not object to having the capacity provisioning intervals for capacity 

changes addressed in those tariff proceedings as suggested by the Bell Companies, since the 

records of the tariff proceedings are more complete with regard to this matter. 

 

4.2 IISPs are prepared to pay for redundant interface links to enable the transfer of 
reserved capacity to those links in case of a network failure, but paying for 
additional reserved capacity to address redundancy requirements is unjustly 
discriminatory 

 

43. The Bell Companies accuse CNOC of attempting to re-introduce the 95th percentile 

model by being able to correlate the pre-purchased CBB to their peak usage across all interfaces. 

The Cable Carriers make similar arguments in Part II of their answer. This is not so. CNOC is 

not seeking to exceed their purchased capacity or have twice the capacity that an IISP purchases 

                                                 
4   Bell Aliant TN 395, Bell Canada 7340, Cogeco TN 36, MTSA TN 721, Rogers TN 19 and Videotron TN 

41/41A. 
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reserved for it continuously. The cost of the capacity reserved by IISPs is already being 

recovered through the rates for CBB. What is being sought here is the ability for IISPs to 

purchase extra standby interfaces links at full tariffed rates, where applicable, and have their 

reserved capacity shifted to the standby links for redundancy purposes, when necessary, to 

prevent service disruptions. IISPs will still be responsible for forecasting, reserving and paying 

for the maximum network capacity that they need. 

 

44. It is not reasonable for the only solution that incumbents offer to IISPs is for them to be 

required to pay for twice the capacity that they actually need on an ongoing basis in order to 

provide for redundancy. While redundancy is a capability that is not frequently required, it must 

be present when there is an incumbent network failure.  

 

45. The response to CNOC(CRTC)23Feb12-1 demonstrates that the purchase of additional 

capacity for redundancy purposes is not affordable for IISPs, regardless of size. At the same 

time, CNOC wishes to stress that having redundancy capability of this nature is critical, since the 

failure of a link can lead to saturation of the capacity ordered on other links, which can lead to a 

complete failure of all other links serving an IISP’s network as all associated VLAN tunnels 

collapse due to the saturation. This is not a risk that the incumbents face. Imposing this risk 

solely on IISPs would constitute undue discrimination, contrary to section 27(2) of the Act. 

 

46. To be clear, CNOC is not asking the Bell Companies, MTSA or the Cable Carriers to 

manage interfaces as one big pipe. However, there must be a mechanism for redundancy to be 

provided using standby interfaces paid for by IISPs so that the reserved capacity can be shifted to 

those interfaces in the event of an outage.  

 

47. The Cable Carriers say that this can only be done manually in their case and would 

require a redesign of Third Party Internet Access (“TPIA”). How do the Cable Carriers perform 

this function for their own retail end users? This matter may require further investigation by the 

Commission. 

 

48. The Bell Companies state that the redundancy topic was discussed at length during the 

hearing leading to TRP 2011-703 and that the Chair pointed out to CNOC that facilities-based 
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providers routinely build capacity they do not need and building capacity for redundancy is part 

of the cost of doing business. However, leasing more capacity from an incumbent in order to 

provide for redundancy at CBB rates is much more costly than building incremental capacity for 

redundancy when the large cost of building capacity is already being incurred. As Peter Rocca of 

Start Communications explained at the hearing on behalf of CNOC in response to the Chair’s 

remark:5 

 

Well, actually, if I was to deploy my own fibre I would have multiple fibres in the 
same bundle. It would actually not cost me any additional income whatsoever to 
provide redundant capacity over that same link. I would be able to light up multiple 
fibres in that bundle. 

 

49. Based on these considerations, a method must be found to place IISPs on an equal footing 

with incumbents when dealing with the redundancy issue. In particular, IISPs should be allowed 

to purchase interfaces on a standby basis that can be used for redundancy purposes together with 

the reserved capacity that IISPs already purchase from incumbents in order to compensate for 

incumbent network failures. 

 

4.3 Special considerations related to network redundancy for TPIA should be addressed 
in a follow-up process 

 

50. The response to Rogers(CRTC)23Feb12-1 highlights a specific problem that neutralizes 

the ability of IISPs to obtain network redundancy in some instances under TPIA.  

51. In the Bell Companies’ network, an end-user’s modem establishes a session with a router 

of the end-user’s IISP. When an interconnecting link fails, regardless of where in the path that 

failure actually occurs, all sessions that were active on that link drop, and all the affected end-

user modems will attempt to re-establish their sessions.  In many cases (depending on where the 

failure actual happened) the Bell Companies’ network will still behave as if the link is still 

functioning and will attempt to forward end-user authentication requests to the IISP. Since the 

IISP’s equipment will not respond to the request, the attempt to initiate the session will fail, and 

                                                 
5  Transcript Volume 5, paragraph 5421. 
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the affected end-user modems will try again.  As session initiation requests are spread across 

other links, new sessions will eventually be established across those links that are still in service 

and end-users will once again have service. 

52. The TPIA service does not operate in this manner.  The cable carrier is responsible for 

authenticating the TPIA end-users modem, and assigning an IP address to it from the pool of 

addresses supplied by the IISP.  The cable carrier spreads the upstream traffic across all of the 

interconnecting links at the point of interconnection (“POI”) using a routing strategy called 

Equal Cost Multipath (“ECM”).  The IISP receives, on its incoming links, an IP stream 

originating from IP addresses that it has previously provided to the cable carrier for assignment 

at that POI, but the IISP has no idea which IP is associated with which end user. 

53. In the event of an interconnecting link failure somewhere downstream from the POI 

router, if that router still believes its Ethernet interface is active, it will continue to send upstream 

traffic on this link, but the IISP will never receive the data. Since no sessions are being 

established, the POI router will continue to send IP packets on the out of service link.  In a 

simplistic example of two interconnecting links, where one fails 50% of the upstream traffic will 

be lost and 50% will successfully make it to the IISP.  Rogers is correct that the IISP has the 

ability to failover the downstream path to the remaining active links, and IISPs do use this 

capability.  However, unfortunately in this example, the IISP would not have received 50% of 

the requests from its end-user and so those end-users will remain out of service. This creates an 

extremely poor service experience for IISP end users and IISPs have experienced multiple 

occurrences of this phenomenon. 

54. There are a number of approaches that could be used to rectify this situation.   

 A dynamic routing protocol like BGP or OSPF could be used, which validates the end to 

end status of a link by communicating with the far end router; 

 A router specific capability like Cisco’s Reliable Static Routing Backup Using Object 

Tracking could be used, as it also validates the status of a link by pinging the far end 

router to ensure the end to end link is still active; 
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 The IISP could place its own piece of equipment at the POI so that it can manage failover 

of its own interconnecting links back to its location.  This would limit the failure situation 

described above to the actual links between the POI router and the IISP’s equipment, and 

since both types of equipment would be located in the same building and would be 

connected by patch cables, this  scenario is unlikely to produce outages; 

 If none of the other three options just presented are considered feasible by the 

Commission, a process should be established so that in the event of a service outage on 

an interconnecting link the IISP would have 24/7 access to staff in the cable carrier’s 

network operations centre (“NOC”). NOC staff could then take the port on the POI router 

with the failed interconnecting link out of service and assign another port to the IISP. 

55. CNOC requests that the Commission pursue this issue as a follow-up matter from this 

proceeding. 

56. Finally, CNOC notes Rogers comment to the effect that interconnecting links are not part 

of TPIA. While this is true, TPIA does not function without interconnecting links.  Furthermore, 

the links may not be explicitly part of TPIA, but the mechanism that the POI router (which is 

part of TPIA) uses to manage failover and traffic balancing across its ports is part of TPIA and 

this should be taken into consideration in any further review relating to network redundancy for 

TPIA. 

 
4.4 Load balancing at a reasonable cost is essential for IISPs 
 

57. In response to The Companies(CRTC)23Feb12-2 CNOC Part 1, the Bell Companies 

state6 that end-user capacity “does not need to be distributed across all of the ISP’s AHSSPIs”. 

However, in practice, the Bell Companies arrange for end-customers to be allocated evenly 

among the AHSSPIs associated with a given realm. Similarly, the Bell Companies’ assertion in 

part b) of that same interrogatory response that an IISP allows all of its end-users to use all 

AHSSPIs is inaccurate. Where a single realm is used for all residential end-users, end-users 

                                                 
6  At page 1 of 4. 
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would be allocated to all AHSSPIs carrying traffic from that realm. This is not something that 

the IISP controls.  

 

58. In an attempt to demonstrate that load balancing can be accomplished at a reasonable cost 

through the purchase of additional capacity, The Bell Companies also provide an example where 

an IISP wishing to load balance their realms across four AHHSPIs would only add capacity to 

two of them. This would never occur in practice. Load balancing would normally involve adding 

capacity to all four of the AHHSPIs. 

 

59. In response to The Companies(CRTC)23Feb12-1 CNOC Part 1, the Bell Companies 

state7 that “ISPs with multiple AHSSPIs may attempt to redistribute traffic to other interfaces by 

disconnecting end-user sessions”. In other words, the Bell Companies’ solution to load balancing 

under the capacity regime is for IISPs to disconnect their end-customers. This is no doubt due to 

the fact that an equal number of users per interface do not equate to equal traffic loads on the 

AHSSPIs in the Bell Companies’ network. It is doubtful that the Bell Companies disconnect 

their own retail customers as a primary means of load balancing. This solution is unacceptable 

for IISPs. Such a situation amounts to unjust discrimination against IISPs, contrary to section 

27(2) of the Act. Some other method must be found to address load balancing. IISPs should be 

able to assign end-users to specific interfaces on which they have bought capacity upon 

authentication. 

 

60. For their part, the Cable Carriers have repeated that load balancing is not available 

dynamically since dynamic allocation of port capacity is not available and may not even be 

feasible. Once again, this creates an untenable situation for IISPs. How do the Cable Carriers 

perform this function for their own retail end users? This matter may require further investigation 

by the Commission. 

 

61. Load balancing at a reasonable cost is essential for IISPs. 

 

                                                 
7  At page 4 of 5. 
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4.5 If the remedies in sections 4.2 or 4.3 are not technologically or economically feasible, 
then an additional economic solution is required 

 

62. If the solutions in sections 4.2 or 4.3 of these reply comments do not end up being 

technologically feasible or economically practicable then an economic solution must be found 

instead. One such solution described in response to CNOC(CRTC)23Feb12-3 is: 

 

One that is common in other traffic transport contexts, is for incumbents to allow wholesale 
customers to buy capacity on an aggregated basis and for the incumbents not to constrain 
network use if that capacity is exceeded, but simply to charge each ISP a higher (but still 
reasonable) rate for any peak burst above its aggregate contracted capacity. This contracted 
capacity would still be purchased in 100Mbps increments to align with the approved 
model. 

 

63. CNOC proposes for the additional burstable capacity to be priced at a 20% premium to 

the regular capacity rates. CNOC urges the Commission to adopt this approach if the solutions in 

either sections 4.3 or 4.4 of these reply comments is found not to be technologically or 

economically feasible to implement.  

 

5.0 OVERHEAD ASSOCIATED WITH LEGACY OC-3 INTERFACES SHOULD 
NOT BE CHARGED TO IISPS 

 

64. The Bell Companies object to the CNOC’s request not to be charged for 155 Mbps of 

capacity on OC-3 legacy interfaces when those interfaces can only accommodate 130 Mbps of IP 

traffic.  The Bell Companies argue that overhead is required for data transmission to function and 

accordingly, the cost of both the overhead portion and the payload portion of a data transmission 

path must be included in the cost/rate of any data facility. The Bell Companies go on to state 

their CBB rates are based on the assumptions used in their costing model which are based on 

theoretical capacities as opposed to payload and therefore include overhead.  Accordingly, they 

conclude that if overhead was to be stripped out then the CBB rate per Mbps would have to 

increase with the corresponding reduction.   

 

65. CNOC disagrees with the Bell Companies. The overhead on Ethernet interfaces is 

negligible compared to the overhead on OC-3 legacy interfaces, but the overhead on ATM 

legacy interfaces only occurs on the portion of the Bell Companies’ network between the 
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broadband access server (“BAS”) and the aggregated high-speed service provider interfaces 

(“AHSSPIs”). Any overhead between the BAS and the digital subscriber line access multiplexer 

(“DSLAM”) is identical to the overhead on the newer non-ATM interfaces. 

 

66. The Bell Companies’ themselves have recognized the veracity of CNOC’s claims in their 

own past dealings. When they used to provide ATM capacity on their network to their 

customers, they would always sell it based on payload capacity (i.e., a 10 Mbps PVC was 

provisioned at 11,500 kbps to account for the ATM overhead). 

 

67. Accordingly, IISPs should not be charged based on the assumption that the overhead is 

present throughout the Bell Companies’ network, when it is, in fact, only present in a very small 

part of that network which is negligible in terms of the Bell Companies’ costs of providing the 

interfaces to IISPs. 

 

6.0 A PERMANENT SOLUTION BASED ON THE INTERIM MODEL IS 
REQUIRED AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO THE FLAT RATE MODEL 

 

68. The Bell Companies propose that the Interim Model (including allowing ISPs to either 

choose the realm splitting model, or the CBB on Business Model) be extended up until no later 

than 1 February 2013.  According to them, this should provide those ISPs who would wish to 

segregate their traffic, but could not by 1 February 2012 with sufficient time to implement realm 

splitting. According to the Bell Companies, after that date, the discount on business access rates 

for end-users that are carried over CBB charged realms would cease to apply.  In addition, the 

Bell Companies want the final rate for CBB on Business end-users for the period during which 

the Interim Model is in effect to replace the 10% discount with the “revenue neutral” rating 

methodology described in the Bell Companies’ answer. 

 

69. As described in section 3.2 of these reply comments, realm splitting is expensive, time 

consuming and disruptive to end users and competition. In addition, as described in section 3.3, 

the lack of a tool from the Bell Companies that would enable IISPs to ensure the proper 

segregation of business and residential traffic is a fatal flaw in the Bell Companies’ realm 

splitting proposal as the only solution to the implementation problems caused by the parallel rate 
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structures approved by the Commission in TRP 2011-703 and TRP 2011-704. Simply extending 

the application of the Interim Model until 1 February 2013 does not resolve these matters.  

 

70. What is needed is a a permanent solution in which one option involves reducing 

wholesale business access rates by an amount that recognizes the removal of all traffic sensitive 

costs (i.e., usage) from those rates to ensure that IISPs do not pay twice for capacity. The 

permanent solution should also continue to allow those IISPs who wish to remain on the flat-rate 

business access charge model approved in TRP 2011-704 to remain on that model and, at their 

option, to split realms in order to segregate business and residential traffic. 

 

7.0 SPEED MATCHING FOR NEW SPEEDS MUST CONTINUE ON 
DISAGGREGATED POIS 

 

71. The Cable Carriers object to having to provide newer high-speed services for 

disaggregated POIs largely on the basis that this would require additional investment which 

would not be recouped from IISPs after the two year transition to aggregated POIs is complete. 

 

72. The absence of speed-matching on disaggregated POIs is a severe competitive handicap 

for IISPs since a number of them cannot transition to aggregated POIs in an economic maner 

until closer to the transition deadline due to existing multi-year contracts with providers of POI 

interconnection facilities (which are often the Cable Carriers or their affiliates). IISPs should 

have access to the full range of speed-matched services during the transition period. The 

Commission should not deny this request unless it is absolutely convinced that the Cable Carriers 

cannot re-use, on aggregated POIs or elsewhere in their networks, most or all of the investment 

required to provide the newer high-speed services on disaggregated POIs during the transition 

period. 

 

73. Shaw has already confirmed that it is providing newer high-speed services as they 

become available, since Shaw considers that all of its POIs are already aggregated. Therefore, 

there is no need for CNOC to pursue this remedy against Shaw further. 
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8.0 CONCLUSION AND ORDER SOUGHT 
 

74. In conclusion, CNOC requests an order from the Commission: 

(a) Allowing IISPs, on a final basis, to use realms8 to support both residential and 
business traffic. IISPs would be required to purchase the appropriate capacity in 100 
megabits per second increments to carry their combined residential and business 
traffic using the rates for the approved capacity model; 

 
(b) Allowing IISPs, on a final basis, an initial order for the capacity to carry the 

combined residential and business traffic required on the implementation date at no 
charge; 

 
(c) Providing, on a final basis, compensation to IISPs to recognize the potential double-

counting for business usage through a reduction that removes all usage charges from 
the monthly business rate access charges for IISPs where IISPs wish to take 
advantage of the mixed realm condition set out in part (a) of this proposed order; 

 

(d) Allowing IISPs the additional option of continuing to use the existing flat rate model 
for business wholesale high-speed access services with optional realm splitting; 

 
(e) Directing the Bell Companies not to charge wholesale IISP customers 155 Mbps of 

capacity on OC3 legacy interfaces, when such interfaces can only accommodate 130 
Mbps of IP traffic; 

 

(f) Directing the Bell Companies and MTSA to allow their wholesale IISP customers to 
specify the interfaces, on which they have purchased capacity, to which they allocate 
specific end-user sessions during the authentication process;  

 

(g) Directing the Bell Companies, MTSA, Cogeco, Rogers and Videotron to allow their 
wholesale IISP customers to reallocate purchased capacity to standby interface links 
in the event of network failures; 

 
(h) In the event that the Commission determines that it is not technologically or 

economically feasible to grant the portions of the order sought set out in parts (f) or 
(g), directing the Bell Companies, MTSA, Cogeco, Rogers and Videotron not to 
constrain network use if an IISP’s basic contracted capacity is exceeded, but instead 
to charge the IISP a 20% premium above base applicable capacity rate for any 

                                                 
8  CNOC agrees with submission made by Primus Telecommunications Canada Inc. in its answer dated 13 

February 2012 to the effect that the reference to “single realm” in part a. of paragraph 24 of TD 2012-60 should 
be replaced by “realms” to reflect the fact that some competitors may have a number of realms that support both 
residential and business traffic, and so this wording change will ensure that all competitors can utilize the 
economic solution. 
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additional peak capacity reached through bursting, rounded up to the next nearest 
100 Mbps increment. 

 

(i) Directing the Bell Companies, MTSA, Cogeco, Rogers and Videotron to implement 
changes to network capacity requested by wholesale ISP customers no later than five 
business days after such a request is made; 

 
(j) Confirming that Cogeco, Rogers and Videotron must adhere to the speed-matching 

requirements of Telecom Decision CRTC 2006-77 for both disaggregated and 
aggregated POIs during the transition period to aggregated POIs; 

 
(k) Ensuring that all of the terms and conditions, including rates, in the tariff pages 

issued by the Bell Companies, MTSA, Cogeco, Rogers and Videotron in response to 
TRP 2011-703 remain interim and that the business rates of the Bell Companies in 
TRP 2011-704 are also made interim until such time as the Commission renders its 
final determinations in this proceeding and in the proceeding initiated by CNOC’s 
application to review and vary TRP 2011-703 and TRP 2011-704; and 

 
(l) Initiating a proceeding to address the TPIA redundancy issue identified in section 4.3 

of these reply comments and joining Cogeco, Rogers, Shaw and Videotron as parties 
to that proceeding. 

 
*** END OF DOCUMENT *** 

 


